January 19, 2005 - Lord Metatron
Channeled by Nasrin in Houston, TX
Michael Kopel present in Fanwood, NJ receiving phone message
Energies of Ascension, Coming of the 1,000 Years of Peace beginning March 2005
The following are excerpts from Metatron’s dictations for the newsletter.
th

Metatron: From the 25 of January a new grid of time and space is being set. This grid will go from the
th
th
th
25 of January to the 5 of February. Wherever you are, you want to stay put on the 25 of January and
th
the 5 of February. I am not going to tell you where you should be on those days. Put it out to the
universe that where ever is most conducive for your highest divine purpose, you will be brought there. To
th
be in mid-air would mix the energies. It is important that you are stationary. Don’t make the January 25
th
th
th
or February 5 a travel day. The 25 and the 5 are the days when the energy will be coming in full force.
You just have to be somewhere you are in a stationary grid, connected to some grid.
th

The 25 of January, full moon, enormous energies are coming in. Things will shift again. There is
th
th
possibility for energy, for vibrations to go in many different directions. From the 5 to the 9 of February
th
will be an important time, the energies will be anchored. Definitely be stationary on the 5 and also on the
th
9 in between if you can.
th

rd

rd

The energy that gets anchored on the 5 of February will go into the 3 of March. The 3 of March is a
rd
th
big turning point. It is an 18 day vortex from the 3 of March to the 20 of March. There will be extremely
rd
th
dramatic shifts on the equinox. From the 3 of March to the 7 of March are 5 portal days which set up
th
the pace for what happens at the zenith of the equinox. The zenith is the 20 of March. It will begin on the
th
th
th
th
st
nd
rd
evening of the 17 , 18 and 19 . The 20 is the zenith and continue on the 21 , 22 and 23 . Five days
where you want to try and stay put. Let the energies come to you, find you, establish a relationship with
you.
rd

I would like to speak to you about the energies that are coming from the 3 of March to the equinox.
These are energies that will bring in the dawning of the new age. They are energies of manifestation and
precipitation. In this time frame it is very important that every one of you will focus on the energies of the
future. What you want from the dawning of the 1,000 years of peace. Each one of you are responsible for
the mapping of what remains of this life. If you have done your homework by the time the first of March
arrives, you would be in a position to know what it is you want. So again I say to each one of you, try to
focus your energies on figuring out “what do I want, what do I want, what do I want.”
Write down everything that comes to your mind. What is it that you want from the remaining portion of
your life? What do you want to realize in this life? If you want to realize that final step, go to mastery, go to
self discovery, becoming the true self, go the embodiment of the truth, then state that. Be focused on that
rd
th
th
th
during the 18 day period between March 3 and March 20 and then from the 20 of March to the 24 of
th
April when a new energy, a very important energy will come to the planet on the 24 of April.
th

Beginning on the 24 of April of this year and of every year going forward the energies of
th
ascension are congregated around the 24 of April. Mass ascension takes place around that date.
Single individual personal ascension takes place on that date. Ascension of the soul takes place
on that date. Ascension of the physical body takes place on that date.
What do I mean by ascension of souls, ascension of the body? Ascension is a process. The physical
th
body ascends the limitation of the body. Certain energies come to Earth on the 24 of April each year to
make that ascension from the density of the body to the lightness of the body of light, or the Adam
Kadmon body of light, possible. Each year another elevation, another level, another vibration, another
recalibration of those energies comes to Earth. This year the dawning of the new age of peace comes
th
upon us entering on to the atmosphere of the planet on March equinox, 20 of March 2005. The energies
th
of ascension which are set to enter on the 24 of April - ascension of the physical body from the dense
body of matter to the Adam Kadmon body of light; ascension of the mental body from the mundane level
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of existence with all the negative vibrations of greed, hording and amassing wealth1releasing the mass
wealth in service to humankind - take a much greater elevation of light.
th

The 24 of March 2005 is the dawning of the release of emotional energies, negative vibration of betrayal,
release of emotional energies of mundane levels of existence, release of fears that lead to the emotions
th
that have created the energies of betrayal. The 24 of March is the dawning of the moment of the release
of the mental energies of hording and amassing wealth at a cost of cutting other people’s survival; at the
cost of becoming forgetful of other people’s needs.
I have said over and over again and I will continue to say the resources that are available to you all are
unlimited. There is unlimited abundance, if you would only tap innocently and purely in love of all without
intrusion upon others. You can tap into the unlimited resources but for as long as people are hording and
amassing wealth with the full knowledge of the depriving others, then they cannot tap into the unlimited
resources of the universe to benefit all.
th

24 of April 2005 will be when the energies release the selfish desire to have and to hold on to people,
th
places and things. These desires are triggered by fear. The 24 of April is the beginning of the portal of
energies that release the energies of fear, fear of not having enough, fear of not making it in the world,
fear of showing vulnerability and having less than others, fears of growing old and not having enough.
These energies of fear give way to energies of services to others in order for us all to live life of divinity.
Then the unlimited resources of the universe open up to you and you tap into the unlimited resource
without end.
th

The 24 of April is that day where you can make a decision to release your selfishness and selfcenteredness and to tap into the universal source or to remain in fear and stay in lack.
This year of 2005 carries the theme of abundance. If you take the abundance to mean lining your own
pockets, then you will benefit from 2005 and you will line your pockets because it is the year of
abundance. As you think of yourself, the world will think of itself, and you will separate yourself from the
world and you will see that the world is not going to look after you. If you go into the energies of the year
th
of 2005 and enter into the energies of the 24 of April with the understanding that by releasing all fears
and becoming selfless, you can tap into the universal consciousness of complete abundance that
everything will be provided to you as and when you need it, as and when you desire it, as and when you
think of it. That is what you will create in communion with the universe and the universe will in turn offer to
you all its resources.
Between now and March equinox, there are going to be events that catapult us to the dawning of the new
age and entry into the 1,000 years of peace. Events of worldly nature are planned. As the tsunami that
came to Earth released the male electronic vibrational force field of Earth and increased the female
magnetic force field by cleansing and clearing through the tsunami, these two events will balance the
planet back to its heightened state of consciousness and balance of polarity. The pole shifts are in
process as we speak.
The Masters of Wisdom and the Ascended Masters of Light and the Comic Beings of the entire
universe have been summoned to hold your planet in a vacuum sealed time space continuum. The
only impact that you have so far felt from the pole shifts are the natural events, the floods, the
earth quake, the tsunami. What will pursue after until we finally settle in to a state of peace and
harmony will be similar and less of an impact than what has occurred so far.
Two naturally occurring events, one occurring at the middle of February and one towards the end of
February are of lesser impact and their presence is for the purpose of balancing the magnetic and
electronic force fields of the planet. As the electronic force field is lessened, the magnetic force field
heightened. This means that the magnetic pull will hold the planet together and prevent cataclysmic
events. The Earth will not experience any such impact.
What you have experienced so far (refers to the tsunami in December 2004 and the earthquake in
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December 2003) has covered the worst of it. What will come between now and March equinox will put us
back on track. Just simple slight variation to realign us back on our course in the direction of greater light.
We are changing orbits as we speak. This is meaningless for you because I need to give you information
that relates one thing with another. What does the changing of orbits mean in your daily life? It means
that life becomes easier. Why is that? Because we are changing orbits to move to a greater quotient of
light. It is as if we are moving out of the shadows and moving into the light. You will find it easier to move
in the light, to act upon events that benefit you in service of the light.
This is of great benefit to those of you who work with light, those of you who call yourselves light workers.
For many years you have worked very hard to uphold your truth and uphold the light like an umbrella over
your heads and over the heads of the multitudes and masses. The world has not been so gentile and
appreciative in response to you. The world has not been cooperative in providing you with the resources
that you need, in providing you with the energy that you need, in providing you with the finances that you
need. All along walking the path of light you have felt as though you are swimming against the tide.
Changing orbit and moving into a new alignment where a higher quotient of light is received by the planet
will change all of that. Because there is more light for you to work with, you will find it easier to operate
from day to day mundane levels or to high level of sublime interactions with the masters. Receiving
guidance from the masters, receiving messages from the masters become easier. Direct communications
with the masters becomes a daily event. Awakening with the multitudes and masses will proceed with an
accelerated pace.
Those of you who are healers, channels, teachers on the path of light will find more people
interested in your services. Those of you who have dedicated and devoted your life to the service
of light will have an easier time in your personal lives and easier access to the abundance of the
universe. Furthermore you will find yourself more energetic and more enthusiastic. Perhaps this
is the greatest of news I could give each one of you who walk the path of light.
The past three years have been difficult not only in the realm of finances and resources, but also in the
realm of energy levels and your levels of hope for sustenance and substance of the light. You will find
yourself more hopeful, more energized, more enthusiastic and the resources will be more accessible,
more readily available. People, places and things will be more available for your use on the path of light.
Mother Earth herself will be more receptive to your work. The masses of souls will open up to your work
with the light and begin receiving from you. This is why I say to you, watch the events that happen around
March equinox. As the year unfolds, take the March equinox, the first day of spring as the beginning of a
new year, as the beginning of a new decade, as the beginning of a new era, the promised 1,000 years of
peace, the dawning of the age of peace.
A shift in consciousness will put those of you who are working with the light in the forefront of all events,
all circumstance and the lives of all people. It is of utmost importance that you will it to unfold for you. In
harmonious ways, in prosperous ways, in energetic ways, in healthy ways, in wholesome ways it is of
utmost importance that you recognize the importance of this time. Furthermore, it is of greatest benefit for
you to be fully clear about what you want and where you want to go.
Make it a mantra between now and equinox to ask yourself daily, “what do I want, what do I want,
what do I want?” What do I want from myself? What do I want from the world? What do I want for
the universe? What do I want for the consciousness of the planet? What do I want for all souls?
What do I want from my children? What do I want from my parents? What do I want from my
friends? What do I want from people, places and things? What do I want for ‘other worldly’
things? What do I want from the Masters of Wisdom? What do I want for the light? What do I want
for the supreme consciousness and how do I want it to unfold? Be the creators of your own
reality.

Align yourself with the will of God. Remember to repeat the name: I Am That I Am Asking for the
presence of the I Am in your life is asking that the highest will and the highest purpose, the
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highest divinity will be served in your life. Calling upon the presence of the I Am That I Am brings
your Divine Self into your body, into your mind, into your emotions, and into your spirit.
Every morning as you arise say, “I align myself with the perfected presence of the I Am That I Am.
I offer this day to the I Am That I Am.
Every night as you go to bed say, “I align myself with the perfect presence of the I Am That I Am. I
ask for this union during dream time.”

Every event where you need guidance, just call upon the presence of the I Am That I Am. If you wish to
serve the masters and to receive assistance from the masters in every event, in every situation, in every
condition, call upon the masters. “In the name of the I Am That I Am I call upon the Masters’ attention. I
call upon the Ascended Masters and the Masters of Wisdom to give their attention to this situation, to
resolve this situation in the name of the I Am That I Am.” Then leave it. That phone call that you are
dreading to make will be resolved without you having to pick up the phone. That interview you are afraid
to go on will go as smoothly as you could expect and even beyond. That money that has been entangled
will un-tangle itself simply by your asking.
Action is important. Action begins by you intending the action to happen. Intention happens when you say
“I Am That I Am I, bring the attention of the Ascended Masters and the Masters of Wisdom to this event,
to this situation. In the name of the I Am That I Am, it is done. I thank the resolution that has already been
given to me.” The moment that you think about calling upon the I Am That I Am and the masters, the
resolution has come. You wouldn’t even think of them if they did not have the resolution at hand on your
behalf.
So make a point of consciously calling upon them. It is their job to make your life easier. As they make
your life easier, they will be able to walk this path with your and through you to touch others. You are
serving them in asking them to serve you. You are providing a service to them by requesting that they
provide a service to you. You bring yourself in service to them by asking them to offer themselves in
service to you.
Know this to be the truth absolute. Truth absolute as Master Hilarion would tell you does not need to be
defended or stated. Truth absolute is. In this phase of time that we are entering, you will be working with
the emerald green rays of truth absolute and Master Hilarion because in order for the truth to reign on
Earth, we need a bombardment of the emerald green ray. We need the mastery of the entourage of
beings that work with Master Hilarion. We need the guiding and supervising forces of those Masters of
Wisdom that are in charge of the ray of truth. As truth moves through the planet, untruths come to the
surface. Do not be surprised if many levels of untruth are discovered. That is part of the process.
To fill the cup with nectar, we must first empty the muddied waters that are sitting in stagnation in the cup.
If you add nectar to muddy water, what do you get? Muddy water. If you empty the cup, wash the cup.
Even though that process of empting and washing may stink, truths coming to the surface may stink, the
lies and deceptions coming to the surface may hurt, that is all the process of emptying the cup, washing
the cup, preparing the cup to be the holder of the nectar of the gods. If you can drink of the nectar of the
gods, why would you want to be satisfied with muddied waters? Up to now you have not had a choice
because the nectar has not been offered to you.
So you drank the muddy water and you knew there was something better to drink. Now the nectar is
ready. What are you going to do? Hold on to your half filled muddied water cups or are you going to be
willing for the truth to be known, for the stink to be unbearable for a few moments while you are emptying
the cup and washing it and preparing it to hold the nectar. Consider your bodies the container, the cup.
Consider your consciousness the contents of your cup. Consider the events the contents of the cup.
Consider the stink, the emptying of the cup. And as you are focusing on the empting of the cup,
remember that the next phase is filling it with pure nectar. Use this analogy. Use this symbology to allow
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yourself to become hopeful of the events that are coming up before you.
You all have many years of peace and joy and harmony ahead of you. You went ahead of the crowds and
worked on their behalf by emptying your own cups and washing it in clear waters. Now the cups that will
be filled first with nectar are going to be yours. Enjoy it because you have earned it, because you deserve
it.
I stand by your side in the presence of the Masters of Wisdom and Ascended Masters of Light and the
cosmic beings who are parents to this world and to our universe. All these beings are cheering all of us to
move together, to move onwards together, to move onwards in the direction of peace and harmony. All
these beings are holding their promise of a thousand years of peace. What transpires between now and
the thousand years of peace will continue to unfold. As we move into the thousand years of peace is the
emptying of the muddied watered cup. Focus on the nectar.
I love you. I stand at your feet with folded arms in jubilation and celebration of what we will
achieve together. I am your own Metatron.
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